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Abstract. This work aimed to investigate the turbulence characteristics
behind different parts of the wind turbine blade. Airfoils S807, S813, S817,
and S803, which characterize the shape of the blade at different lengths, were
selected for estimation. During the experiment, the chord-based Reynolds
number was 2.6×105, while the angle of attack was zero. Measuring crosssections were placed behind the trailing edge at x∙c-1≈0.2, 0.4 and 1.0. For
the determination flow topology, we used a Hotwire anemometry with a split
fiber probe 55R55 and a miniature X-wire probe 55P64. The obtained data
allowed us to determine and compare the evolution of the wake behind
different types of airfoils in streamwise and spanwise directions. Thus, the
largest and smallest velocity deficit located behind S817 and S803 airfoils,
respectively. This trend is also evident in the Normalized Reynolds shear
stress distributions. Finally, we determined the spectrum and calculated the
Integral length scale, the Taylor and Kolmogorov microscale of turbulent
flow. According to the results, profile S817 contributes to the formation of
a flow with a large scale of turbulence, while the S803 is contrary.

1 Introduction
The energy efficiency of wind turbines is a key factor in the economic evaluation of this type
of renewable energy. It is clear that the general characteristics of this parameter depend on
many subsystems [1]: blades, gearbox, generator, and control. Among these, the shape of the
blade deserves special attention. Because the efficiency of wind energy transformation into
the rotational motion of the generator strongly depends on aerodynamic characteristics of the
blade. It should be noted that its overall design consists of different types of profiles that
differ in the shape and size of the chord. Thus, the flow formed around the general geometry
of the blade is a very complex three-dimensional phenomenon.
Over the last decade, the airfoil families commonly used for horizontal axis wind turbines
have become widespread, including the NACA 44, NACA 23, NACA 63, and NASA LS [2].
But the main problem for them is the significant deterioration in aerodynamic characteristics
due to the effects of roughness caused by contamination of the leading edge. To avoid this
disadvantage for wind turbine blades, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory and
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Airfoils Inc. developed a new airfoil family (NREL) [3]. According to the developers, these
blades are providing significant increases in annual energy production, better lift-to-drag
ratios, and, in the case of stall-regulated rotors, the use of the more swept area for a given
generator size. Despite these positive qualities, the issue of noise reduction and structural
vibration caused by flow turbulence remains open.
That is why the scope of this paper is to perform a detailed experimental investigation of
the airfoil shape effect on the turbulence evolution at different parts of blade. The general
geometry of which was formed by the NREL airfoils.

2 Experimental setup and equipment
For analysis of turbulent flow evolution in different parts of the wind turbine blade, we chose
a model geometry that consists of NRL airfoil profiles. This blade uses different types of
airfoils, but only four of them were selected for our study S807, S813, S817, and S803. They
are kept along the span of the blade from root to tip. A sketch of the wind turbine blade and
its cross-section profiles shows in Fig.1 а). The airfoils were produced of thermoplastic
filament material PLA by the 3D printer PRUSA i3. Thus, the quality of their surface
roughness according to [4] was Ra ≈ 21.8 μm. The manufactured airfoils had similar
dimensions of chord length and span of с ≈ 100 mm and of l∙c-1≈1, respectively. But their
thickness was somewhat different. Namely for S807 - b∙c-1 ≈0.19, S813 - b∙c-1 ≈0.16, S813 b∙c-1 ≈0.17 and S803 - b∙c-1 ≈0.15.
The experiment was conducted in a low-speed open-type wind tunnel at the department
of Power System Engineering, University of West Bohemia [5]. The internal dimensions of
the test section were 0.3 m in height and 0.2 m in width, and its length was 0.75 m. The
natural turbulence level amounted to about 0.1% in the working section input. Changing the
position of the measuring point relative to the y and z axes was carried out using a traverse
system.

Fig. 1. a) Sketch of the wind turbine blade and its cross-section profiles. b) Airfoil model setup in the
test-section and the coordinate system. The arrows in blue indicate the direction of air flow U. The
green plane shows the Hot-wire measuring field. Where z∙c-1, x∙c-1 and y∙c-1 the width, length and
location height of the measuring fields, respectively. The red dots lines are a set of measuring points
behind the airfoil at different cross-sections. While kz is the distance between the measuring points. The
coordinates Δz∙c-1and Δx∙c-1 shows the position of the aerodynamic center of the airfoil.
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Measurements were performed at zero incidence angle and at Re ≈ 2.6×105. The Reynolds
number was based on the length of the chord. The airfoil model setup in the test section and
the coordinate system are shown in Fig. 1 b). The aerodynamic center of the airfoil was
located at Δz∙c-1≈1.9 and Δx∙c-1≈2.8. Where Δz and Δx indicate the distance between the wall
and the entrance to the test section. Measurements were performed in three cross-sections
from z∙c-1≈ -1.5 to 1.5 at x∙c-1≈0.2, 0.4, 1.0, and at the height y∙c-1≈1.8. Thus the measuring
field corresponded to the center of the airfoil span. The distance kz between the measuring
points was different depending on the measurement location. Thus, according to
methodology [6], in the wake region kz ≈ 3 mm, and outside kz ≈ 5 mm.
Experimental studies were performed using Hot-wire anemometry and two types of
probes. Namely, it was a split-fiber film probe 55R55 and a miniature X-wire probe 55P64.
It should note that they allow investigation of the two-dimensional characteristics of the
turbulent flow (u and υ components). The split-fiber probe was used for wake topology
investigation, while the wire probe for spectral and scaling analysis of vortices. In both cases,
the sampling frequency and measurement time at one point were 70 kHz and 10 s,
respectively. The filtering of the received signal was also applied. Namely, the High Pass
filter was 10 Hz, while the Low Pass filter was 30 kHz.

3 Results and discussion
First of all, with the help of split-fiber probe 55R55, we evaluated the patterns of velocity
distribution behind different types of profiles and the position of the measuring cross-section
x∙c-1 (Fig. 2). For convenience, the resulting curves are located relative to the position of the
trailing edge at zero angle of attack and normalized by the average flow velocity U. For data
analysis, we selected the range from z∙c-1≈-0.5 to 05. The obtained results allowed us to
evaluate the wake characteristics in streamwise and spanwise directions. In general, we can
observe classical dependencies, where with increasing distance from the trailing edge, the
wake depth decreases, and its width increases. According to the data, the highest and lowest
velocity deficits correspond to the S817 and S803 airfoils, respectively. Especially this
pattern is detected close to the trailing edge at x∙c-1≈0.2 in a streamwise direction. Namely,
under these conditions, the minimum value of u U−1 for S817 is 13% lower than for S803. It
should also note some features of the velocity distribution for S807 and S803 in the spanwise
direction. The geometry of these airfoils has a more curved trailing edge than for others,
which leads to some inflection of their velocity distribution at z∙c-1≈0.2.
We also found distributions of normalized standard deviation in different measuring
cross-sections behind the various types of airfoils (see Fig. 3). As we can see, the largest
values of σu ·U−1 and συ·U−1 are observed for the S817 profile. Moreover, the obtained graphs
clearly reflect the influence of the airfoil shape on the overall distribution of the standard
deviation. Namely, in the streamwise direction, the difference in the formation of double
peaks of the data curve is clearly visible. That phenomenon occurs due to the vortices
interactions from pressure and suction sides of the airfoil [7]. Thus, it is logical that this effect
is better observed for a S813 profile with a more symmetrical profile shape. While in other
cases, the flow contains mainly a single dominant structure.
The Reynolds shear stress distribution was applied to estimate of the turbulent flow
anisotropy (see Fig. 4). Obtained data clearly show the range where the turbulence structure
is anisotropic. Usually, it is displayed as a graphical distribution asymmetry with a
combination of positive and negative numbers through the wake centerline. Thus greatest
width of this range, regardless of x∙c-1, is observed for S817, while the smallest one for S803
airfoil.
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Fig. 2. The normalized profiles of streamwise u⋅U−1 and spanwise υ⋅U−1 velocity components
depending on the airfoil types and the distance of the measuring cross-sections x∙c-1. Measurements
were performed at zero incident angle and at Re ≈ 2.6×105. Violet, green and yellow curves characterize
the position of the measuring cross-section behind the trailing edge at x∙c-1≈0.2 and 0.4 and 1,
respectively.

Fig. 3. Profiles of the normalized standard deviation of the streamwise σu⋅U−1 and spanwise συ⋅U−1
components depending on the airfoil types and the distance of the measuring cross-sections x∙c-1.
Measurements were performed at zero incident angle and at Re ≈ 2.6×105. Violet, green and yellow
curves characterize the position of the measuring cross-section behind the trailing edge at x∙c-1≈0.2, 0.4
and 1, respectively.
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In addition, among the entire composition of the blade, exactly these two profiles have
the largest and smallest value of the Reynolds shear stress component. Accordingly to results,
the magnitude of 𝑢′ 𝜐 ′ ⋅ 𝑈 −2 for S817 at x∙c-1≈0.2 is 15 times larger than for S803.
Moreover, Fig.4 shows that the perturbation region of shear stress with a negative value
is located directly on the suction side. This pattern is due to the intensity of turbulence, which
increases the frictional resistance in the middle flow. As a result, turbulence receives energy,
while the average flow loses. Usually, this trend is especially noticeable in the stream-wise
direction. Accordingly, to Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the highest magnitude of the velocity deficit and
standard deviation was for the S817, while S803 has the opposite trend.

Fig. 4. Normalized Reynolds shear stress distribution at Re ≈1.7×105 depending on airfoil types and
various positions of the measuring cross-sections x∙c-1. Green, light blue, yellow and violet curves
characterize the distributions for S807, S813, S817 and S803 airfoils respectively.

As the distance from the trailing edge increases up to x∙c-1≈1, the shear stress decreases
almost fourfold and the wake with increases almost twice. Thus, we can see some relationship
between the amplitude of the Reynolds shear stress component and the energy characteristic
of the vortices. According to Kolmogorov's theory [8-11], the greatest energy is contained in
the largest vortices, the size of which can be described by an integral length scale LE. To
determine it, we applied the methodology well described in [12, 13]. Where the authors used
correlation time series analysis to estimate the spatial scales of turbulent flows. Accordingly,
the autocorrelation function for stream-wise component Ruu can be interpreted as:
𝑅𝑢𝑢 (𝑡) =

⟨𝑢(𝑡+𝛥𝑡)⋅𝑢(𝑡)⟩
𝜎𝑢2

(1)

where the angular brackets indicate the average value u and Δt is the shift time of the
2
signal, while 𝜎𝑢 = √𝑁 −1 ∑𝑁−1
𝑖=0 (𝑢𝑖 − 𝑢̄ ) is standard deviation. Accordingly, N and ui are the
number of the data set, and g is the instantaneous velocity at the measurement set.
Then, using the cumulative integral of the autocorrelation function, it is easy to calculate
the time scale T. That from a physical point of view interprets the average lifetime of vortices.
∞

𝑇 = ∫0 𝑅𝑢𝑢 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡

(2)

It is clear that the integral length L and time scales T are interrelated. Thus integral length
can be evaluated by the equation:
𝐿 = 𝑇/𝜎𝑢

(3)

For scaling analysis, we performed measured by 55R55 probe at cross-section with
coordinates x∙c-1 ≈1, y∙c-1 ≈ ≈ 1.8 and z∙c-1 from -0.5 to 0.5. The obtained distributions of the
integral length are shown in Fig. 5 a). As we can see, the values of the integral length scale
for different types of airfoils in the spanwise direction are almost the same, where in the wake
region the Lυ ≈ 1.1-1.3 mm. While in the stream-wise direction, as for the distribution of
shear stresses (see Fig. 4), this parameter varies greatly. Namely, the smallest eddies are
observed at S803 airfoil Lu ≈ 1.3 mm, while the biggest at S817 are Lu ≈ 2.6 mm. It should
note that the configuration of the airfoil geometry significantly changes the evolution of the
vortices. That is especially noticeable from the suction side, where the behavior of obtained
distributions, in contrast to the pressure side, does not have a common trend.
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After that, we analyzed the effect of the geometry of each profile on the Taylor microscale characteristics. From a physical point of view, that micro-scale shows the size of the
vortices at which energy dissipation begins. To calculate the Taylor micro-scale, we used the
classical equation:
𝜆 = 𝜎𝑢 √15 ⋅ 𝜈/𝜖

(4)

were ν is kinematic viscosity velocity of air.
Graphical interpretation of the distribution λ depending on the type of profile shown in
Fig. 5. b). Accordingly, the highest value of λ observe for S817 - λ ≈ 0.6 mm, whereas the
smallest one is for S803 - λ ≈ 0.2 mm. The relation of these values is approximately the same
in streamwise and spanwise directions.
Another important parameter of turbulent flow is the Kolmogorov microscale η. What
characterizes the smallest size of vortices which cause the dissipation of kinetic energy of the
flow into heat. According to paper [14], the value of η can be found from the equation:
𝜂 = (𝜈 3 /𝜖)1/4

(5)

where ϵ is the dissipation rate determined by integration of the second-order structurefunction and ν is kinematic viscosity of air.
Graphical interpretation of Kolmogorov microscale depending on the airfoil types is
shown in Fig. 5 c).

Fig. 5. Distributions of the integral length scale L, Taylor microscale λ and Kolmogorov microscale η
in streamwise and spanwise directions depending on airfoils type. Measurements were carried out at
Re ≈ 2.6×105, zero incident angle and x∙c-1 ≈ 1. Green, light blue, yellow and violet curves characterize
the distributions for S807, S813, S817 and S803 airfoils respectively.

The analysis of the obtained data revealed that regardless of the measurement direction
and profile type, the value of the Kolmogorov micro-scale in the wake region does not change
significantly. Thus, the maximum and minimum dimensions of the smallest vortices observe
for S817 and S807. Accordingly, in both measuring directions, their values correspond to
η ≈ 30 μm and η ≈ 25 μm.
Power spectral density is used to estimate the distribution of flow energy between
different scales of turbulence. To perform this analysis, we chose the positions of
measurement points at x∙c-1 ≈ 1, where the value of standard deviation in the streamwise
direction is highest (see Fig. 3). Spectral interpretation of velocity fluctuations depending on
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the airfoil types is shown in Fig. 6. Usually, according to Kolmogorov's theory [12, 13],
isotropic turbulent flow is characterized by a spectral distribution with a slope of the curve
in the inertial range f = k-5/3 (see Fig. 6 a)). To better identify this range, the obtained spectrum
was normalized E ( k )  k 5/3 and the wave number k  (Fig. 6 b)). The obtained data show
that depending on the type of profile, the width of the inertial range varies. Accordingly, we
can say that the characteristics of the energy cascade, where the kinetic energy of turbulence
is transmitted without loss from large scales to smaller, for different parts of the wind turbine
blades change. Thus largest and smallest width of the inertial subrange is observed for S817
and S803 profiles, respectively. This pattern is manifested equally in the streamwise and
spanwise directions.

Fig. 6. Power spectral densities of stream-wise and span-wise velocity fluctuations at Re ≈ 2.6×105 and
x∙c-1 ≈ 1 depending on airfoils type. The upper graphs show the spectrum in the classical form, while
the lower two are normalized by k-5/3. Green, light blue, yellow and violet curves characterize the
distributions for S807, S813, S817 and S803 airfoils respectively

4 Conclusion
We used Hot-wire anemometry to investigate the turbulence topology behind different parts
of the wind turbine blade. Airfoil profiles S807, S813, S817, and S803, which correspond to
selected parts of the blade, were selected for experimental studies. We investigated the
dependence of wake parameters and turbulent flow characteristics at zero angles of attack
and at the chord-based Reynolds number 2.6×105. While the measuring cross-sections were
placed behind the airfoil at a distance of x∙c-1≈0.2, 0.4 and 1.0.
Initially, using the split-fiber probe 55R55, we obtained patterns of velocity distribution
and standard deviation depending on the airfoil type in the stream-wise and span-wise
directions. The data show that the highest and lowest velocity deficits correspond to airfoils
S817 and S803, respectively. Moreover, a similar trend persists for the standard deviation
distributions.
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After that, using miniature X-wire probe 55P63, we performed scaling analyses of the
turbulence structure x∙c-1≈1.0. Namely, we determined the value of the Integral length scale,
the Taylor and Kolmogorov microscale in the points that correspond to the maximum values
of the standard deviation. The maximum values of these parameters, regardless of the
measurement direction, are observed behind S817, while the minimum is behind S803. This
trend is particularly noticeable in a streamwise direction. It should be noted that there is some
relationship between the behavior of the Reynolds shear stress component and the energy
characteristic of vortices. Because the values of shear stress and Integral length scale vary
equivalently depending on the type of profile.
Finally, we obtained the spectral power density of the flow energy distribution between
different scales of turbulence for each of the profiles. The obtained graphs show that the
inertial interval is the widest and narrowest for S817 and S803, respectively.
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